Training Opportunity for One-Call/OneClick Systems
Tell NCMM about the proposed lead organization, main contact person, and others who will
take part in the training such as additional staff with the lead organization or a supporting
organization.
* Required

Email address *
Your email

What is the name of the lead organization? *
Your answer

What is the address of the lead organization? *
Your answer

What is the website address of the lead organization? *
Your answer

What is the name of the main contact at the lead organization (i.e., who will
attend the training)? *
Your answer

What is the title of the main contact at the lead organization? *
Your answer

What is the email address of the main contact at the lead organization? *
Your answer

What is the phone number of the main contact at the lead organization? *
Your answer

Estimate community population size and provide a description of the geographic
area (100 words maximum). *
Your answer

Provide additional details if more than one individual is proposed to take part in
the training, either from the same lead organization or a supporting organization.
Note: The training will be provided to no more than 4 people per team. Enter N/A
if not applicable. If a supporting organization (i.e., in addition to the lead
organization) is proposed, include a letter from the supporting organization
indicating their commitment to take part in the training along with the lead
organization. This letter should explain why the supporting organization is
important to the collaboration and how they will collaborate (i.e., through
specific tasks, resource sharing, etc.) with the lead organization. These letters
should be submitted via email to onecall@nc4mm.org via attachment or link, also
by June 30, 2020. *
Your answer
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* Required

Background Information
After reviewing the One-Call/One-Click Resource Center at
www.nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/one-call-one-click-resource-center, provide responses to
the following questions. Note: The organization is not required to have begun implementing an OC/OC
system to be considered.

Describe your community’s vision for an OC/OC system (200 words maximum). *
Your answer

Which function, or combined functions, are of interest to your organization, and
why (500 words maximum)? Functions include 1) trip information
(www.nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/oc-oc-trip-information), 2) trip
booking (www.nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/oc-oc-trip-booking),
and 3) trip payment (www.nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/oc-octrip-payment). *
Your answer

Which function, or functions, does your organization already have (if any)? What
resources could be leveraged for your organization’s OC/OC systems effort (500
words maximum)? *
Your answer

Which spotlight and/or additional project, or projects, shown on
www.nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/oc-oc-system-spotlightprojects, could help inform your organization’s approach (i.e., how it addresses
certain functions and makes progress)? If no projects on the webpage help
inform the approach you have in mind, explain why and/or share other project
examples (500 words maximum). *
Your answer

What types of collaboration might be required to make OC/OC system progress?
Would the involvement of certain organizations be needed, and if so, have they
been included as a “supporting organization?” If they have not been included, or
the involvement of other organizations is not needed, please explain (200 words
maximum). *
Your answer

What specifically would your organization expect to gain from this training
opportunity (200 words maximum)? *
Your answer

Are there particular barriers to OC/OC systems for your organization that you
hope this training could address? If so, explain (200 words maximum). *
Your answer
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Training Opportunity for One-Call/OneClick Systems
* Required

Before, During, and After Training Activities
Tell NCMM about your intentions to take part in various activities before, during, and after the training.

Would you be willing to provide preliminary information on your organization and
its OC/OC systems before the training, to aid in tailoring the training to your
needs? *
Yes
No

Are all proposed team members, including those from the lead organization and
supporting organization(s), fully committed to participating in the entire training?
*
Yes
No

Would you, and other supporting contacts (if proposed), be able to devote
approximately 5 hours in preparation prior to the training, approximately 6 hours
to the training itself, and approximately 6 hours in follow-up activities over the
course of approximately 12 months? *
Yes
No

If the training was appropriately tailored to your needs, what results do you
anticipate being able to share one year after the training (200 words maximum)?
*
Your answer

Is there anything else you'd like to explain to NCMM regarding taking part in the
training (200 words maximum)? *
Your answer

A copy of your responses will be emailed to the address you provided.
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